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Mobile CubeSat Command & Control (MC3)
Mobile CubeSat Command and Control (MC3) Project

Objectives

•
•

•
•

•

Description
• MC3 is a joint project across government
agencies and organizations to provide common
mission operations infrastructure allowing small
satellite developers to reduce the integration
time and cost of spaceflight.
• COTS hardware is used where possible.
Government-owned and open-source software
is used for data routing and digital signal
processing using software-defined radios.
• Potential travel as part of thesis work to ground
station locations across the U.S.
October 2019

Create a distributed command and control network to support U.S.
government small satellites
Provide “hands on” educational opportunities for space cadre and
other disciplines in the fields of satellite communications,
networking, and coding.
Enable other U.S. government institutions to leverage the ground
station network to further their research in small satellites.
Work with international defense agencies to expand small satellite
communications infrastructure worldwide:
• Partner nations - AUS, NZL, UK, CAN
Grow network within U.S.:
• Current sites in HI, AK, CA (NPS), NM, UT, OH (AFIT), CT
(USCGA)
• New sites in MD (USNA), TX, AL, HI

Current Research:

•
Optimization of large-scale satellite constellation ops
•
Software-defined radio encoding/decoding for SATCOM
•
CONOPS procedure development/ testing on real satellites
Schedule:
• Ongoing
Operations for 5 satellites
• 2019 – fall
Retrofit AK, CT. Migrate to AWS cloud.
• 2020 – winter
Build HI (NIWC), launch CIRCE satellite
• 2020 – spring
Build TX (TAMU), launch CNCE satellites
Contact Info:
PI:
Giovanni Minelli, Faculty Associate – Research
gminelli@nps.edu
(831) 277-3466
co-I:
Jim Newman, Professor, Space Systems, NPS
jhnewman@nps.edu
(831) 656-2487
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High Altitude Balloons (HAB)
HAB Project

Objectives
• Give students an opportunity to design, build, and fly
complex instrumentation payloads as part of directed studies
• Provide hands-on experiences encountered in the aerospace
industry
• Incorporate hands-on learning into the SSAG curricula
• Successfully integrated into SS3861/SS4861 and
AE4830/AE4831
• Serve as a platform for in-situ testing
• Low-cost military communications experiments
• CubeSat flight component validation in near-space
environment
• Ground station / flight radio testing

Potential Research
• Testing of gap-filler or contested-environment
solutions for current national space systems;
communications relay

Recent Student Involvement:
• LT Bianca Lovdahl (X-band transmitter)
• MAJ John Pross (comm relay)
• LT Max Piepers, GY (HAB bus software upgrade)
• LCDR Greg Bischoff (X-band transmitter)
• LT Tony Starks (HAB bus upgrades)
• Summer Interns
Contact Info:
PI:
Wenschel Lan, Senior Lecturer
wdlan@nps.edu
(831) 656-6275
Co-PI: Jim Newman, Professor, Space Systems, NPS
jhnewman@nps.edu
(831) 656-2487

October 2019
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Accuracy in Orbit Propagation
Project Overview

Objectives

• Satellite overflight warning is critical for Fleet ability
to operate and fight against near-peer adversaries.
• Satellite vulnerability (SATVUL) planning systems
provide advance notification of spacecraft. overflight
• Satellite operation depends on orbit planning, which
requires prediction and analysis of orbits.
• Multiple satellite orbit prediction models exist, i.e.,
SGP4 (USAF) and PPT3 (USN), with different
characteristics.

• Evaluate impact of advances from space science, using
TLES and measured satellite position data

Potential Research
• Which model characteristics are most significant
for satellite planning systems?
• How do the relevant aspects of legacy models
and the newer models compare?
• What is the significance of the differences and
which Fleet contexts would benefit from the
newer models?
October 2019

• Derive mathematical and computational differences among
the models and assess their impact from analysis of model
predictions and comparisons to measured data.
• Determine differences in orbit predictions and the potential
impact of using TLEs, 3LEs or 4LEs as input in the future.

Past Student Involvement:
• Maj Christopher Wildt
Researchers
Wenshel Lan
James Horning
David Rigmaiden
Contact Info: PI: Luqi, IEEE Fellow, luqi@nps.edu
Professor, Computer Science & Cyber Systems and Operations
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LIDAR Exploitation Developments – Waveform and Spectral

LiDAR return intensity

Technology Challenges:
Dealing with massive data (terabytes), developing
software.

tree

Objectives:
To study the utility of advanced Lidar
products for terrain classification
Background:
LIDAR offers great promise as an airborne
system, with successful testing in a variety
of environments. The technology will
expand to space in the next decade.
Multi-wavelength systems and waveform
analysis are frontier areas for LiDAR
exploitation.

October 2019

Intended Applications and Intended Customers:
Applications are in various SOCOM theaters, and utility
is present for PACOM and SOUTHCOM.

Funding and Collaborations:
USACE.
Contact information:
Prof. Richard C Olsen, olsen@nps.edu
References:
Espinoza, F. & Owens, R. (2007) Identifying roads and trails hidden
under canopy using LIDAR, Master’s Thesis, Naval Postgraduate School
Kim, A. (September 2009) Simulating full-waveform LIDAR,
Master’s Thesis, Naval Postgraduate School
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Bi-static Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) exploitation
Overlay of
monostatic
(magenta) and
bistatic (green)
SAR image. The
images show
Brasilia, Brazil.

Geometry illustration (above), TerraSAR-X data (right)
Objectives:
To study the utility of bi-static SAR for terrain
classification
Background:
The availability of larger numbers of SAR satellites
allow for the collection of mono-static and bi-static
SAR data. The combination can allow for capture of
scene information not available from traditional monostatic systems.
Intended Applications and Intended Customers:
Applications are varied. The most likely high-value
capability is in the distinction of man-made surfaces
and materials in heterogeneous scenes.

October 2019

Technology Challenges:
Application of standard analysis techniques to
non-standard data.
Clearance Level Required:
SCI/TK
Contact information: Prof. Richard C Olsen,
olsen@nps.edu

Reference:
First Bistatic Spaceborne SAR Experiments With TanDEM-X,
IEEE, 2012
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Analysis of remote sensing data using spatial context

Objectives:
Use spatial context and spatial information to analyze
remote sensing data.

Background:
Pixel based analysis of remote sensing data has been
the norm since the advent of digital data (ca 1970).
The Geographic Object Based Image Analysis
(GEOBIA) approach developed over the last decade
suggests that we should instead segment images and
deal with regions or objects.
The primary idea of this research project is to use
existing map information to enable such analysis.

Technology Challenges:
Development of new approaches using
traditional software tools.
Clearance Level Required:
none
Contact information:
Prof. Richard C Olsen, olsen@nps.edu;
Jeremy Metcalf, jeremy.metcalf@nps.edu

October 2019
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CURRENT RESEARCH TOPICS FOR
SHERIF MICHAEL, ECE Dept/SSAG
michael@nps.edu , Sp-470/656-2252
Modeling, Design and Optimization of state-of-the-art MultiJunction Photovoltaic Devices:
For the first time the commercially available software package “ Silvaco, Virtual
Wafer Fabrication,” suite was used to optimize and design Multi-Junction Solar and
Thermophotovoltaic devices. Optimization using Genetic Algorithm has proved to be
of great value in introducing New designs of high efficiency spaced-based solar cells.
*

*
Design, Fabrication and Testing of Radiation Tolerant ASIC & VLSI
Devices for Space-Based Systems:
This is a continuation of the on-going
research in this field. The research including testing the new technique for designing
radiation insensitive networks through the reduction of the circuits active sensitivity.
The work includes design, fabrication and testing of Stray-Insensitive Composite
OAs CMOS, Bipolar BiCMOS and GaAs technology. Developing and implementing
Switched Capacitors Networks and Programmable Filters. Several chips have been
fabricated and tested, more evaluation is needed).
*
Spacecraft power beaming Using High Energy Lasers: Developing an
experiment to investigate the possibility and the benefits of spacecraft Laser power
beaming from ground stations. On-orbit annealing of radiation degraded satellites
solar panels using the new Minority Carriers Annealing techniques at low
temperature, Complementing spacecraft power generation for failed batteries, and
power beaming for electric propulsion for orbits transfers, LEO to GEO orbit raising,
orbit maintenance / station keeping or orbital maneuvering, are all possible benefits.
*
CubeSat/NPSAT1 Solar Cells/Advanced Batteries Experiments:
Designing an autonomous Solar cell measuring experiment and performance
evaluation of advanced space hardware including LI Ion Batteries for NPS PANSAT1
and the New CubeSat
*
Extending the Endurance and Capabilities of UAV’s: The capabilities of
small electric powered UAV’s can be drastically improved using light flexible SIGS
solar cells along with state of the art MPPT circuits.
October 2019
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The Design and Fabrication of a Novel High Efficiency Flexible Single
Junction GaAs-BAC Solar Cell for Space Environment Application
PI: Sherif Michael(GSEAS)
and MAJ. Joe O’Connor
Naval Postgraduate School

OBJECTIVE
Developing, optimizing and fabricating a Novel light-weight, flexible,
high-efficiency GaAs Back surface Alternating Contacts (BAC) solar cell.
The novel design that was patented in 2016, has demonstrated an
efficiency of more than 30%, a record for single junction cell, using
accurate physical Solar Cell modeling technique. The new device
performance under space radiation environment will also be evaluated.

EXPECTED RESULTS/BENEFITS
•
•
•
•

Verification of the previously developed Silvaco model with known
fabricated similar cell results, to further improve cell parameters.
Design and model a new single junction flexible GaAs BAC cell with
greater than 30% efficiency.
Fabricate the Newly developed GaAs Back surface Alternating Contacts
(BAC) cell and compare the experimental parameter to the model data.
Evaluate the new cell’s radiation performance using the Atlas modeling
techniques to maximize end of life performance.

PROGRAMATIC OBSTACLES
<<Expecting to meet the 50% expenditure by 31 May with no obstacles>>

PERFORMANCE METRICS
SOA
Metric 1

Developing accurate
GaAs-BAC solar cell
physical model

Advancement
Verify model accuracy
with the fabricated PV
device

Metric 2

Fabricate the Novel
GaAs BAC cell at
NREL.

Improve optimization
using GA for all cell
parameters

Metric 3

Incorporating
Radiation effects in
the PV model

Optimize PV devices
Radiation effects
performance at EOL

October 2019

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

May 31st phase II decision

Sponsor's
Expenditur
e Metric

TECHNICAL READINESS LEVEL
TRL at effort start: 5

TRL at effort completion: 6
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UNCLASSIFIED

Retractable Drag Device: Design and Development
PI: J. Rhatigan & W. Lan (Naval Postgraduate School)

OBJECTIVE
We seek to extend spacecraft life by developing drag devices that would
be deployed at the spacecraft end-of-life for decay to the final burn
interface. In this proposal, the drag element would then be retracted, so
that targeted re-entry as conventionally practiced could be employed.
This would result in fuel savings, thus extending spacecraft life.

EXPECTED RESULTS/BENEFITS
Here we propose to develop a new mechanism that would deploy and
retract a drag device. This would enable fuel offset for the orbit-lowering
phase of a targeted re-entry. The device would be developed as a ground
unit and tested in our labs. We view the design portion of this project as an
ideal candidate for the NPS two-quarter (AE 4870/71) spacecraft design
sequence. In that light, an entire class of masters-level student (some
possibly in-bound to relevant occupations) could be involved in analysis
and concept development.

PROGRAMATIC OBSTACLES

PERFORMANCE METRICS
Metric

SOA

2019 deployment of Icarus-1 drag
device (image credit: Surrey Aerospace)

Advancement

Fuel Savings

Propulsive maneuver
for SC re-entry.

Quantify potential range
of offset fuel for midsize LEO SC.

Design of
deployable/retr
actable drag
device for midsize LEO SC.

Drag devices wellstudied for small-sats;
unexplored for mid-size
SC or those needing
targeted de-orbit.

Drag concepts to
integrate with bus;
Quantify mass and
complexity added.

Develop lab
demonstration
unit

Lab demos for mid-size
SC in development at
NPS; no integrated
retraction mechanism.

Integrated
deployment/retraction
mechanism for mid-size
SC.

None foreseen.

TECHNICAL READINESS LEVEL
Research to prove feasibility on existing SC bus (TRL from 1 to 3)

October 2019

UNCLASSIFIED
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Heterogeneous Computing for Spacecraft Attitude Guidance and Control
(G&C) Using an NVIDIA Jetson TX2
Prof. Dr. Marcello Romano (PI,NPS, mromano@nps.edu)
OBJECTIVE
1)To develop a Processor-In-the-Loop test bed - NVIDIA Jetson TX2.
2)To adapt our G&C software development environment for the Jetson TX2.
3)To characterize the NVIDIA Jetson TX2 and implement SW profiling tools.
4)To develop and prototype G&C algorithms that exploit the TX2 capabilities.
5)To compare the developed algorithms and to produce G&C software that
reaches the limit of the NVIDIA Jetson TX2.
6)To prepare for on-orbit test on a spacecraft equipped with an NVIDIA
Jetson TX2.

EXPECTED RESULTS/BENEFITS
To provide attitude steering laws that are a) suitable for onboard
implementation on a Jetson TX2, b) more time/energy-optimal than traditional
approaches, and c) with constraint-handling capabilities. To improve the
following KFC: Revolutionary Hardware, Other Revolutionary Concepts and
Technology, Revolutionary Sensing and Revolutionary Apertures.

PROGRAMATIC OBSTACLES

PERFORMANCE METRICS
SOA

Advancement

Development of a
Processor-In-theLoop test bed

Use with “serial”
computational
architectures established

Use with a CPU/GPU
embedded device
(NVIDIA TX2)

Benchmark and
compare various
G&C methods
using a global
comparison metric

Applied to various
“serial” roto-translational
G&C methods (IDVD,
APF, AAPF, RRT*,
MPC)

Extend application to
“parallelized” G&C
methods

Testing &
validation.

Tested in a simulated
environment on the
ground

Prepare for on-orbit
testing

No obstacles preventing us to hit 50% expenditure of each increment
by 31 May have been identified.

TECHNICAL READINESS LEVEL
TRL @ Start: 3
October 2019

TRL @ End: 6
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MEMS THz-to-IR converter FPA for space application
Fabio Alves (NPS, Physics)
OBJECTIVE
IR
Camera

The objective of this project is to develop MEMS THz-to-IR focal
plane arrays to be integrated with a small IR camera for a potential
space flight in 2020/2021. This revolutionary sensing device
research will investigate bi-material sensors and THz-to-IR sensors as
potential configurations to be used. In both cases the characteristics of
the sensors will be optimized to detect THz sources in the 0.3 to 10 THz
range and provide readout conditions suitable for the IR readout camera.

EXPECTED RESULTS/BENEFITS
Successful completion of this effort will lead to a revolutionary THz sensing
system, which will be highly sensitive, albeit simple imaging system that
can have a tremendous impact in the ways to detect and image THz in
contemporary space intelligence applications.

THESIS OPPORTUNITIES

PERFORMANCE METRICS
SOA

Advancement

•

Finite element modeling of THz sensor
characteristics

Metric 1

Expensive and complex
focalization optics.

Simple and compact
focalization optics.

•

Analytical and numerical modeling of metamaterial
structures

Metric 2

Semiconductor based require very stable and
low temperature to
operate (T ~ 4 K).

Metamaterial/Metallic
thin film based – It does
not require temperature
stabilization or cooling
(LEO: 100 < T < 400 K).

•

Design of MEMS THz-to-IR converters

•

Characterization of THz sensors and FPAs

•

THz Image processing

•

Complex, expensive
and large form factor.

Simple, low cost and
very small form factor.

THz sensor for space applications – CubSat
integration

Metric 3

TECHNICAL READINESS LEVEL
TRL at effort start: 3
October 2019

TRL at effort completion: 6
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Flight Integration of a Terahertz Imaging Camera for On-Orbit
Demonstration
Wenschel D Lan, PhD / James H Newman, PhD (NPS)
OBJECTIVE
The objective of this project is to fly the TIC as an on-orbit demonstration
to assess its effectiveness for space situational awareness (SSA) as early
as CY2021. To achieve this objective, the payload-bus interfaces between
the TIC and the AFIT Grissom bus will first be finalized. This will allow for
final TIC payload design updates, flight integration, system-level testing,
and pre-launch support.

Preliminary OV-1 of TIC Mission

EXPECTED RESULTS/BENEFITS
This effort is expected to demonstrate the utility of a small satellite with
terahertz imaging capabilities to perform proximity operations as a gapfiller capability, with the added capability of detecting very cold objects that
otherwise would not be visually seen. In the space domain, capabilities
include debris objects that may be optimally sensed by a terahertz imager
or on-orbit satellite inspection, which could reveal unique properties.

TIC Payload

PROGRAMATIC OBSTACLES

PERFORMANCE METRICS
SOA

Advancement

Metric 1

IR-imaging with
focal plane array
(FPA) technology
requires cryogenic
cooling in space.

Uncooled
microbolometer
technology allows for
IR and THz imaging
without the need for
cryo cooling.

Metric 2

THz imaging
capability does not
exist in space.

THz imaging
capability
demonstrated in
space.

No obstacles for achieving spending metric (50% of each FY funding by
6 months from receipt of funding).

TECHNICAL READINESS LEVEL
TRL-5 at start

October 2019

TRL-7 at completion
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A Persistent Homology Approach to Maritime Multi-INT
Synthesis
John Roth, James Scrofani (NPS), Max Wakefield (USNA)
OBJECTIVE
The main research objectives of this proposal is to develop a theoretical
framework of persistent homology for maritime activity based
intelligence, leverage and tailor existing visualization and automation
approaches for anomaly and change detection, and apply this framework
and tools for maritime domain awareness.

EXPECTED RESULTS/BENEFITS
The proposed method is expected to illuminate essential features of the
data not otherwise possible with traditional statistical methods. Greater
insight into single-source data and the fusion of multi-INT data is
expected. Persistent homology has a potential high payoff in identifying
activity-based intelligence that could significantly impact the ability to
process and interpret multi-INT, thus directly contributing to a critical
intelligence challenge.

PROGRAMATIC OBSTACLES

PERFORMANCE METRICS
SOA

Advancement

Feature
Identification

Linear Only

Nonlinear Feature
Identification

False
Negative
Anomaly
Detection

Varies by method
and data

Decrease in 20%

False
Positive
Anomaly
Detection

Varies by method
and data

Decrease in 10%

October 2019

No significant programatic obstacles exist. Equipment will be purchased
immediately at the start of the first increment ensuring proper program
scheduling.

May 31st phase II decision

TECHNICAL READINESS LEVEL
Effort start: 3

Effort Completion: 4
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S C H O O L
P O S T G R A D U AT E
N AVA L

SSA Research Areas

Research Challenges
 Proliferation of small/cubesats
 Non-Keplerian motion of satellites using
long duration, low thrust propulsion
systems
 Discrimination and positive
identification of closely space and
docking objects (e.g. on orbit servicers)
 Multiple nations returning to the Moon
 Policy directive to transition space
traffic management to a civil agency
 Current SSA architecture built during
Cold-war era



Purpose: Improve U.S. Space Situational
Awareness (SSA) IOT to compete and win
across all-domains in a future conflict with
near-peer adversaries





Objectives
Improve and eliminate Orbit Determination (OD)
processing gaps.
Leverage AI and machine learning to predict future
behavior and flag potential hostile activities
Improve awareness of blue and red space assets
for Space Domain Awareness (SDA) and provide
decision quality and threat relevant timely
information
Provide SDA for all orbit regimes including the cislunar volume to support the Space Development
Agency’s (SDA’s) deterrence layer and civil space
traffic management (STM)
Leverage all available data providers and
phenomenologies

 Research Contacts
 LTC Craig Boucher,
craig.boucher@nps.edu
 Mr. Scott Simmons,
scott.p.simmons.civ@mail.mil
 Current Student Researchers
 Capt Michael Smithson,
michael.smithson@nps.edu
 Cis-lunar SSA
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S C H O O L
P O S T G R A D U AT E
N AVA L

Space Policy and Strategy Research Areas





Purpose: Provide a policy and strategy
framework for the United States to
compete, fight, and win in the space
domain across the competition
continuum with near-peer adversaries



Objectives

 Ensure space remains an open domain
that provides benefits for all humankind
 Develop a comprehensive whole of
government strategy to achieve U.S.
Policy objectives for Space

 Ensure the U.S. retains its position as a
leader in the space domain
 Develop policy and strategy
recommendations to shape
international use of and best practices in
space
 Bolster US-allied space cooperation in
the context of Great Power Competition

May 2020







Research Challenges
While we have national policy goals, each
entity within the executive branch has their
own objectives that don’t necessarily align
International norms are being established
daily, with little forethought about the
future operational impacts they may have
What does hostile intent look like in space?
How do we avoid miscalculation
How do we mitigate the growing challenge
posed by space debris?
Research POCs
 LTC Craig Boucher,
craig.boucher@nps.edu
 Mr. Scott Simmons,
scott.p.simmons.civ@mail.mil
 Dr. Clay Moltz, jcmoltz@nps.edu
Current Student Researchers
 Mr. Chris Repair,
christopher.repair@nps.edu
 Commercial remediation of space
debris
 LT Brian Yoo, brian.yoo@nps.edu
 Space Norms and Spaceflight Safety
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Global Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA)
Project Background
• There are gaps in current GEOINT systems that
need to be filled for persistent Maritime Domain
Awareness (MDA) intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance, particularly for dark targets.
• The use of small satellite constellations, both in
commercial and government applications, has been
rapidly increasing in recent years, but current
systems do not meet requirements for global, shortrevisit MDA.

Research Methodology
• Use modeling and simulation techniques,
primarily the use of STK, to determine feasible
satellite constellations for a range of given revisit
rates, sensors and regions.

October 2019

Objectives
• Determine feasible satellite constellations that will fill in the
gap for current commercial and US Government GEOINT
constellations for persistent MDA intelligence, surveillance,
and reconnaissance.
• Investigate launch systems and schemes to efficiently launch
constellations of potentially hundreds of satellites.
• Study C2 architectures to support TCPED for these
constellations.
• Investigate whether existing small satellite constellations can
be leveraged or if a purpose-built design is necessary.

Status:
Ongoing
Contact Info:
PI: Charlie Racoosin
cmracoos@nps.edu
(831) 656-2231
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Acceleration Hardening of Satellite Electronics For
Electro-Magnetic Gun Launch
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
• A challenge to sub-orbital or space launch of a
hypervelocity projectile using a EM railgun is
the large acceleration created in the barrel (up
to 40 kilo-Gees)
• The objective of this research is to determine
whether a satellite-capable computer system
with IMU, RF capability, power system, and
ISR components can survive such acceleration
loads.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
• Can computer components
survive an EM launch.
• What are the limits for different
components?
• Can a camera be adapted to
survive an EM launch?
• Will railgun magnetic fields
significantly affect components?

A Raspberry PI with IMU
HAT can collect acceleration
data and transmit via RF,
and operate a camera.

OBJECTIVES

CURRENT STATUS

• Efficient, quick, and affordable access to
space, preferably using tactical Navy railguns.
• On-demand sub-orbital to space services for
denied environments.
• Identify best practices for gee-hardening
electronics (epoxies, soldering techniques,
etc.).
• Develop software to collect data to validate
concepts.

CONTACT INFORMATION
• PI: Ian McNab. Research Professor, Physics Dept., NPS
• ian.mcnab@nps.edu. Tel: 512-632-9257
• CO-I: Capt. Sean Rynning, USMC, Space Systems, NPS
• sean.rynning@nps.edu. Tel: 407-637-0213

October 2019

• Research, background and analysis.
• Projectile and payload considerations.
• Prototyping a configuration that can transmit data
and provide proof of concept
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PEO-Space Systems Topics of Interest
1. Research naval military utility of combined L-Band and NB Portfolio (300MHz – 3 GHz) within an enterprise management context: Using the existing Joint
Staff Scenarios, pick one and its accompanying force laydown, then quantify any benefits, or disadvantages, to naval forces.
2. End to end narrowband SATCOM tool set: Evaluate the set of tools that when coupled together satisfy the naval need to represent themselves at the
requirements table for capability provided from external naval sources. This tasks also starts with the Joint Staff provided scenarios and naval force laydowns.
The idea is to map a process that assist NIWDC, PEO SS, and OPNAV illuminate the requirements for naval components of leveraging a narrowband
SATCOM capability.
3. Research commercial on-orbit satellite servicing options with open standards: DARPA and USAF/SMC are coordination work in the area of on-orbit space
servicing. The new piece is the question about the benefit of developing/adopting a set of open standards that will enable satellite developers to fully exploit
on-orbit servicing capabilities. Today there is focus on refueling, disposal assistance/tow, assisting stuck mechanisms, etc. According to studies the part that
still needs addressing is how to best design power, avionics, and other subsystems such that each satellite can fully leverage on-orbit servicing capabilities.
4. Research commercial subscription services available as a supplement to dedicated military satellites: DISA has transitioned two Commercial Space
Systems Program Offices as OPCON to AFSPC. This proposal takes a look at the naval SATCOM requirements and attempts to quantify the benefit of
commercial subscription services. There is unsubstantiated claim that commercial services benefit military, however it is not quantified to date. Take a look at
quantification.
5. CSpOC and MOC linkage: Investigate linkage opportunities between Combined Space Operations Center (CSpOC) and Navy Mission Operations Centers
(MOCs). The results should be recommendations for listings and ranking of Course Of Action (COA) aids that assist Navy MOC personnel. (If a COA demand
signal is already known see item 6)
6. AI COA Decision Aids: Establish and research Artificial Intelligence (AI) Course of Action (COA) decision aids for operators of SATCOM systems: The
COA aids should assist human operators with work overload and make decisions that are accurate and timely.

PEO-Space POC:

NPS Contact Info:

Dr. Clifton Phillips
APEO for Engineering; COMNAVWAR/PEO SPACE SYSTEMS
Phone: (O) 858-537-0410
(C) 619-981-1852
E-mail:
clifton.phillips@navy.mil
clifton.phillips@navy.smil.mil
cphillips@spawar.navy.ic.gov

PI: Charlie Racoosin
cmracoos@nps.edu (831) 656-2231

October 2019

(Aug2019)
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Adaptive Optics Center of Excellence for National Security
Spacecraft Research and Design Center
Overview
The Spacecraft Research and Design Center (SRDC) and the
Adaptive Optics Center of Excellence for National Security (AOCoE)
offer thesis opportunities for a wide range of disciplines in
engineering and science.
AOCoE is a research center sponsored by the Office of Naval
Research (ONR), the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO), and
the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL). SRDC and AOCoE
conduct research in spacecraft, adaptive optics, and related
technologies focused on national security applications and aim to
deepen technical expertise in this area.

Research Topics

Unique Capabilities of SRDC & AOCoE

SRDC/AOCoE provides various research opportunities, including the
following topics:

• Opportunities to work in unique, state-of-the-art laboratories and high priority
research for DoD
• Strong collaboration with other universities (UCSC, UCLA, Columbia
University, AFIT, etc.), industries (ITT, Lockheed Martin, Boeing, etc.), and
national laboratories (NRL, JPL, AFRL, etc.)
• Strong sponsored research programs
• Research topics are multidisciplinary; students have the option to pick areas
• Analytical and/or experimental research with experimental testbed
• Enthusiastic support from professors, scientists, engineers, and staff

• Segmented Mirror Space Telescopes
• Sparse Aperture Satellites
• Spacecraft Guidance Navigation and Control
• Spacecraft Acquisition, Tracking, and Pointing
• High Energy Laser Beam Control and Adaptive Optics
• Space Systems Engineering
• Structures and modal testing
• Finite element and structural analysis
• Vibration and jitter control, robust and adaptive control
• FLTSATCOM
• Space Systems Analysis and Operation
• Multi-Dimensional Signal Processing, Image Processing
• Atmospheric Propagation and Wavefront Measurement
• System Design and Optimization
October 2019

Contact Information
Prof. Brij Agrawal (MAE, SSAG) agrawal@nps.edu Director of SRDC/AOCoE
Prof. Jae Jun Kim (MAE) jki1@nps.edu
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Large Aperture Light Weight Optics for Space Imaging
Segmented Mirror Space Telescope
Objectives:
The objective of this research is to develop key technologies for large
space mirrors to improve the capability of future imaging spacecraft to
provide high resolution, persistent surveillance.
Background:

Segmented Mirror Telescope (SMT) testbed originally
developed for NRO has a 3 meter diameter primary mirror
Description of Research
Focus of the research is on surface control of a large segmented
flexible mirrors including the following technology development
Adaptive Optics

Without Adaptive Optics

With Adaptive Optics

Wavefront Sensing and
Segment Alignment

16in 6 element segmented mirror testbed

October 2019

Adaptive Optics Testbed

Advanced Vibration and Surface
Control

Closed loop frequency and time response of a
segmented mirror telescope using Robust
Control method with model reduction

For an imaging spacecraft to provide truly persistent surveillance
capability, the satellite should be in a higher orbit, requiring large
aperture lightweight deployable mirrors, in the range of 10-20 meters
in diameter. Achieving high surface accuracy of a large segmented
mirror for high resolution imaging is very challenging. Key
technologies for large aperture lightweight space mirrors need to be
identified and developed.

Technology Challenges
•
•
•
•
•

Extremely fine surface control of flexible mirrors
Vibration isolation and jitter control
Deployable mirror segment alignment
Wavefront sensing and correction
Prevention of surface control performance degradation due to
control-structure interaction
• Thermal distortion correction
Funding and Collaborations
Funding provided by NRO and Adaptive Optics Center of Excellence
for National Security (AOCoE). NPS participated in the Segmented
Mirror Demonstrator (SMD), Segmented Mirror Testbed (SMT), and
Advanced Mirror Development (AMD) projects in collaboration with
NRO, Lockheed Martin, ITT, and NRL.

Contact information: Prof. Brij Agrawal, agrawal@nps.edu
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NPS Sparse Aperture Testbed

Objectives: Sparse aperture concept has several technical
challenges, such as having these satellites move accurately in
satellite formation, metrology to measure errors in satellite formation,
and optics for coherently combine these images. The objective of this
project is to demonstrate the concept in laboratory.

NPS Sparse Aperture Testbed
Optical Sparse Aperture Testbed
• Sparse aperture concept consists of putting several satellites
in orbit with small apertures and coherently combine their
images, resulting in resolution of a satellite with large
aperture.

Background: A large aperture space telescope can provide greater
persistent surveillance since it can be placed at a higher altitude
without sacrificing the imaging resolution. Sparse aperture would
open up many new potential applications for the use of small satellite
constellations and could potentially offer substantial savings over the
current need to launch extremely large satellites to have large
aperture on-orbit and provide resilience.. The concept has been
studied for decades. However, it has been demonstrated for the
first time on NPS Sparse aperture testbed.

Research Tasks
• Simulate satellite formation with
higher frequency .
• Image resolution determination
• Impact of fill fraction on image
quality
Sponsor
Funding provided by DoD-SP

Truth Photograph
Image
October 2019

Uncompensated Image Compensated

Contact information: Prof. Brij Agrawal, agrawal@nps.edu
Prof. Jae Jun Kim jki1@nps.edu
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High Energy Laser Beam Control and Adaptive Optics
Objectives:
The objective is to improve optical beam control capabilities for high
energy laser systems, laser communications, and optical imaging
systems.
Background:
In many applications including space imaging, free-space laser
communications and directed energy systems, accurate tracking and
pointing of an optical beam is a critical problem. For Navy problems,
compensation of deep turbulence due to horizontal propagation of
laser bean through turbulence is also an important problem.
NPS High Energy Laser Beam Control Research Testbed (HBCRT)
Optical Beam Control
• Optical beam control includes acquisition, tracking, pointing,
line-of-sight stabilization (jitter control), and adaptive optics
• Adaptive optics is a technique to correct atmospheric
turbulence which causes the degradation of the optical beam
quality

Research Tasks
• Acquisition, Tracking, and Pointing of High Energy Laser system
• Optical beam jitter control
• Disturbance rejection for naval, air, and space platforms
• Multi-Input Multi-Output adaptive optics control
• Atmospheric turbulence modeling and characterization
• Wavefront sensing and reconstruction
• Compensation of deep turbulence
Funding
Funding provided by the Adaptive Optics Center of Excellence for
National Security (AOCoE) and Office of Naval Research. Excellent
technical support will be provided by faculty and staff.

Low Power Beam Control
Testbed
October 2019

Atmospheric Turbulence
Simuation

Contact information: Prof. Brij Agrawal, agrawal@nps.edu
Prof. Jae Jun Kim jki1@nps.edu
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Artificial Intelligence/Deep Learning

Objectives:
To develop AI/Deep Learning Technology to help satellite image analysts
quickly identify new activities or object with near human level of accuracy to
revolutionize cognitive computing. In addition application of AI for automatic
detection of targets, classify, pose estimation and aim point selection and
maintenance in real time.

Background:
Since 2012, there has been explosion in research in this area. Many data
sets and CNN algorithms are available open source. Powerful GPUs are
also available, such as from NVidia. As an example ImageNet data set has
over one millions images with bounding boxes and contain 20 thousand
classes. Google, Facebook, and Microsoft have big research programs in AI.
However, the applications are mostly civilian, such as self driving cars. There
are very limited data set applicable for military targets. DoD is very much
interested in the application of AI for military systems.

Resources
•
•
•
•

•

AI Laboratory with three AI workstations.
AI Course: Application of Deep Learning for Military
Systems
Alogrithms: Three algorithms YOLO, SSD, and RetinaNet
are implemented.
Training Datasets:. NGA’s xView satellite image database
contains over 1 million, 0.3-meter resolution, color,
WorldView imagery with 60 classes of targets such as
cars, fishing boats, helicopters, cargo planes, and
shipyard cranes designed for detection.
Collaboration: LMC, MIT Lincoln Lab, AFRL, NSWC,
Google

October 2019

Research Tasks
• Develop data set for more military applications
• Develop real and synthetic data sets with different environment.
• Military applications require very high classification accuracy in
cluttered environment and preferable in real time for many
applications. Compare and improve algorithms to meet military
applications.
• Develop techniques, algorithms and models that can operate on
little data or that can generalize from training data that is not
similar to the test data.
Funding
Funding provided by DoD-SP for satellite images and by
ONR/JTO for automatic target detection and classification.

Contact information: Prof. Brij Agrawal, agrawal@nps.edu
Prof. Jae Jun Kim jki1@nps.edu
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DARPA DMACE Challenge(PI: Prof. Tim Sands, Lt Col, USAF)
Project:

Objectives:

Digital manufacturing
analysis, input/output
correlation, and
estimation of properties
of manufactured
products.

1)To contribute to the education of the NPS student-officers of the
Space Engineering and Space Ops curricula.
2)To seek mathematical & scientific/engineering basis for properties of
digital manufactured military hardware
Background:
Instigated as DARPA Challenge program. Many methodologies were
developed by Challenge-participants, and these methodologies needs
critical analysis and publication. Additionally, experimental validation will
be executed onboard ship (fire-pump is potential candidate hardware).
Intended Applications and Intended Customers
Provide DOD methods to predict the end-result properties of
mechanisms produced by digital manufacturing methods.

-Digitally manufactured titanium mesh spheres (full factorial
sample size) and polymer cubesat structures (reduced
sample size).
-Correlation analysis between inputs (machine settings) and
outputs (structural strength)
- System ID and prediction of final strength

Technology Challenges
-Reconcile disparate methodologies (finite element method, recursion,
neural networks, and others) to establish a baseline method.
- Demonstrate, for the first time that military hardware can be digitally
manufactured in the field with a predicted time-to-failure.
Funding and Collaborations
One MS thesis on-going. One MS thesis being considered.
Development program funded and paid by DARPA. Additional funding
sought for future student travel and experiments onboard ship.
Collaboration with Dist. Prof Young Kwon and Assoc. Prof Luke Brewer.

October 2019

Contact information:
Prof. Tim Sands, tasands@nps.edu
Prof. Young Kwon, ywkwon@nps.edu
Prof. Luke Brewer, lnbrewer@nps.edu
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Fault Tolerant Controls (PI: Prof. Tim Sands, Lt Col, USAF)
Project:
Investigate adaptive methods for in-flight
recovery of combat aircraft with significant
battle damage (applies to spacecraft,
surface ships, and subsurface ships as
well).
Construct B-52 UAV
(oldest strike aircraft) and
demonstrate adaptive
ability to complete mission
and return home despite
significant battle damage.

Objectives:
1)To contribute to the education of the NPS student-officers of the
Space Engineering and Space Ops curricula.
2)To analyze, simulate, and experimentally verify new adaptive
approaches to permit online recovery from catastrophic battle damage.

Background:
Former DARPA program assets (3x F-18 Hornet UAVs) were
transferred to NPS to support student and faculty research in addition to
courses in adaptive controls and adaptive systems.
Intended Applications and Intended Customers
Provide DOD with new critical capabilities for executing combat
missions in dangerous environments with reduced risk to crew.
Technology Challenges
Extend, previous DARPA research on highly computerized, fly-by-wire
fighters to older aircraft/spacecraft/ships/subs.
Funding and Collaborations
Program hardware funded by DARPA. Additional funding sought to
support future faculty/student research.
Collaboration w/Prof. Abe Ishihara, Carnegie-Mellon University.
Collaboration w/ Major Clint Armani, USAF Test Pilot School.
Collaboration w/ Florian Selch, NASA Ames.
Collaboration w/ Prof Oleg Yakimenko, NPS/SE
Collaboration w/ Prof Roberto Cristi, NPS/EC
Collaboration w/ Prof Isaac Kaminer, NPS/MAE

October 2019

Contact information:
Prof. Tim Sands, tasands@nps.edu
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Translation and Engineering Research (PI: Prof. Tim Sands, Lt Col, USAF)
Project:
Translate (then duplicate & verify) recent
improvements to U.S. Global positioning systems
and application to indigenous Chinese navigation
satellite systems (paper written in Chinese).

Objectives:

Team language experts from Defense Language
Institute with Subject Matter Experts from Naval
Postgraduate School to translate highly technical
papers then also provide critical commentary.

Background:

1)To contribute to the education of the NPS student-officers of the
Space Engineering and Space Ops curricula.
2) Increase cooperation between Defense Language Institute and NPS
3)Provide unique service to Defense agencies to translate highly
technical research and also provide critical commentary (e.g. feasible?
Possible counter-intelligence?)

Recent Chinese developments in global navigation seek to improve the
performance of GPS receivers by augmentation with global satellite
communications systems.
Intended Applications and Intended Customers
Provide DOD agencies with technical translation and assessment
capabilities that exceed services provided by typical linguists.
Technology Challenges
Translate latest developments by China, then critically analyze the
claims, and repeat the simulations and experiments as appropriate to
produce a recommendation.

Funding and Collaborations
Two MS theses on-going.
Sponsor: Assistant SECDEF for Research and Engineering
Collaboration with Dr. Jan-Hwa Chu, Defense Language Institute.
Collaboration with Dr. Danni Lu, Defense Language Institute.
Collaboration with Mr. Baolin Cheng, Defense Language Institute.

October 2019

Contact information:
Prof. Tim Sands, tasands@nps.edu
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Translation and Engineering Research (PI: Prof. Tim Sands, Lt Col, USAF)
Project:
Translate (then
duplicate & verify)
recent
developments in
ballistic missile
maneuvers with
control moment
gyroscopes (paper
written in Chinese).

Team language experts from Defense Language
Institute with Subject Matter Experts from Naval
Postgraduate School to translate highly technical
papers then also provide critical commentary.

Objectives:
1)To contribute to the education of the NPS student-officers of the
Space Engineering and Space Ops curricula.
2) Increase cooperation between Defense Language Institute and NPS
3)Provide unique service to Defense agencies to translate highly
technical research and also provide critical commentary (e.g. feasible?
Possible counter-intelligence?)
Background:
Recent developments in ballistic missile technology seek to defeat U.S.
missile defenses.
Intended Applications and Intended Customers
Provide DOD agencies with technical translation and assessment
capabilities that exceed services provided by typical linguists.

Technology Challenges
Translate latest developments by China to defeat U.S. missile
defenses, then critically analyze the claims, and repeat the simulations
and experiments as appropriate to produce a recommendation.
Funding and Collaborations
One MS thesis being considered.
Funding sought to support student education.
Collaboration with Dr. Jan-Hwa Chu, Defense Language Institute.
Collaboration with Dr. Danni Lu, Defense Language Institute.
Collaboration with Mr. Baolin Cheng, Defense Language Institute.

Contact information:
Prof. Tim Sands, tasands@nps.edu
October 2019
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Counter Space
Professor Todd Weatherford, ECE Dept.
Objective:

SSAG Thesis Topic:

NPS and General Atomics (GA) San
Diego have entered a Cooperative
Agreement to assist GA IRaD
technologies for possible space
applications

• Investigate electronics in
space systems in various
natural and weapon
environments.

Requirements:

Contact:

• No Foreign Nationals
• Students may perform
experiments in GA labs in
San Diego.
• EEs, Physics, SS Engr or
SSO students

Prof. Todd Weatherford Sp-424

October 2019

Email: trweathe@nps.edu
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